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Abstract: Correctional health systems represent some of the largest health systems in the United States, caring for patients with high rates of morbidity and mortality. The poorly understood realm of correctional health care represents a missed opportunity to integrate care for these patients with care provided by community health providers. Three aims are integral to effective correctional health: patient safety, population health, and human rights. Patient safety and population health are well-defined aims in community health care systems and emerging in correctional settings. Dual loyalty and other unique challenges in correctional settings make the human rights aim absolutely essential for promoting correctional health.
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Approximately 10 million people cycle through jails and prisons in the United States annually, reflecting the highest rate of incarceration in the world. Considerable resources are dedicated to medical care in these correctional settings, including intake assessments, sick call, chronic medical and mental health care, emergency responses, and discharge planning. The cost of this care has rapidly expanded, following trends in community health care as well as litigation from lapses in care.

Although health care in correctional settings is mandated by law, the scope of these services is generally left to the discretion of local authorities. Often, these health systems fall under the security authority, such as a state Department of Corrections or a local sheriff. Historically, the incarcerated have a high burden of medical and mental health problems and comparatively limited access to and use of routine preventive and primary care services in their communities before and after incarceration. A major challenge for correctional settings, particularly during the initial days and weeks after arrest, is to match the individual need for care properly with the appropriate level of medical, mental health, and specialist care. The three broad aims of correctional health are patient health and safety, population health and human rights. This framework was
derived through direct experience in providing health care in a correctional setting, consultation with colleagues in the fields of community health care, correctional health care, public health, epidemiology, and human rights as well as review of literature on these topics. Promoting each of these aims is essential to ensuring adequate care of the incarcerated. Failure to address any of these areas is likely to result in harm to patients and significant costs resulting from morbidity, mortality, and litigation.

**Patient Health and Safety**

Among these three aims, patient health and safety are what strongly shape the approach to health care delivery that is most familiar in correctional health systems. Patient health and safety reflect concerns that all aspects of medical and mental health care be provided in a systematic, quality-driven manner that serves to maximize benefit and reduce harm to patients. A starting point for patient health and safety is creation of medical and mental health policies that reflect evidence-based standards of care. Of equal importance to patient health and safety is the reliance on continuous analysis and optimization of systems as opposed to focusing solely on the role of individuals in the wake of adverse events. Some of the most challenging aspects of this approach are also the most valuable: the view of a health care team, the elimination of hierarchy, the systematic use of checklists, and the reliance on standards and best evidence rather than personal experience or anecdote.

Some characteristics of the patient health and safety framework are already incorporated into routine provision of care in correctional settings. For example, most correctional health settings maintain a quality improvement (QI) team, charged with design, implementation and evaluation of QI projects. These QI efforts are often aimed at minimizing errors related to medication administration as well as those related to transfer of care. Similarly, many correctional health systems have a quality assurance (QA) team that evaluates care with respect to existing policies and procedures. Several national organizations, including the National Commission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC), produce patient health and safety standards for correctional settings. The NCCHC standards are significant because they represent the most comprehensive set of correctional health standards in the United States, accreditation by NCCHC is sought by many correctional settings and their standards offer guidance on specific correctional populations that merit specialized care and resources (such as juveniles).

Some correctional health settings are turning to electronic health records (EHR) and health and information exchange (HIE) as important contributors to patient health and safety. Benefits of EHR include immediate access to past records and real-time reporting of patients with specific diagnoses or laboratory results. In Camden N.J., the local jail has worked with county and state health systems to access a health information exchange for arriving inmates, allowing for limited access to treatment and medication. In other settings, such as the New York City (NYC) jail system, an EHR has been paired with commercial pharmacy services as well as local health information exchanges to give jail-based providers access to the full range of medical summaries, diagnostic information, and prescription history. Notably absent from correctional
health settings is the federal Meaningful Use program, promulgated by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. While the standards established in this program and the accompanying financial incentives have not been optimized for correctional settings, some correctional settings are incorporating meaningful use into EHR adoption. Overall, the integration of community QA, QI, and patient safety measures in correctional health settings lags behind that of community health systems (although many larger systems are in the midst of adopting these tools).

**Population Health**

Population health refers to the “health outcomes of a group of individuals, including the distribution of such outcomes within the group.” For correctional health systems, the population in question may be limited to the patient panel of people who are currently incarcerated or may extend to a community level, including concern for people who are recently incarcerated, and family members of those incarcerated or at risk of incarceration. The use of population health surveillance is fairly standard for the smaller group of currently incarcerated patients. Jails and prisons routinely screen incoming inmates for tuberculosis (TB) and conduct contact investigations when active TB is reported, whether within the correctional setting or, more commonly, in a person diagnosed in the community who previously passed through a jail or prison. Beyond the realm of communicable disease, some correctional settings conduct significant amounts of testing at intake for infectious diseases including HIV, hepatitis C, chlamydia and gonorrhea. Here, population health surveillance can be used both to monitor the state of disease within the correctional setting and to evaluate rates and interventions in the surrounding community, invoking a definition of population health that extends beyond the facility patient panel. For gonorrhea and chlamydia, the adverse public health impact of these diseases often falls on women who are infected by asymptomatic men, making intake screening of men a very high-yield intervention from the standpoint of community population health. Even when a more narrow definition of the population is used, there is merit to aggressive population health surveillance. In the example of hepatitis C, state prison systems have more incentive than jails to diagnose patients early in their disease because they may ultimately care for these patients for many years. A more immediate application of population health that goes largely unused is the surveillance of health problems that stem from the correctional setting itself. For example, injuries represent a significant source of morbidity and mortality within correctional settings, however neither the Centers for Disease Control nor the NCCHC have created standards for injury surveillance in correctional settings. Another environmental risk to individual patients that could be monitored from the population health standpoint is exacerbation of mental health difficulties. While correctional settings represent an opportunity to re-engage in care for many patients with mental illness, some patients develop new or worsening mental health symptoms while incarcerated, particularly when placed into solitary confinement. Without quantifiable data about the environmental contributors to these very clinical outcomes, correctional health workers have relatively little standing to advocate for changes in the security context in which they and their patients find themselves.
Human Rights

The human rights aim in correctional health reflects medical staff working to promote the health and welfare of their patients (as opposed to fulfilling the needs of security apparatus). This role includes being alert for and reporting any practices that may harm patients while incarcerated. The framework of human rights is largely absent from the daily operations of correctional health, but has been invoked during discussions of physician participation in lethal injection and physician assisted torture.\textsuperscript{28} The right of access to health care in American jails and prisons is generally traced to the 1976 U.S. Supreme Court \textit{Estelle V. Gamble}, a case involving a patient with a back injury in a state prison system.\textsuperscript{29} Two characteristics of this patient’s case continue to resonate loudly today: he was injured while incarcerated and the medical providers who treated his injury refused to intervene on his behalf with security staff, who required that he work.\textsuperscript{26}

Within the broad spectrum of human rights, traditional principles of medical ethics are immensely important for correctional health.\textsuperscript{30} Patient autonomy, beneficence, informed consent, non-maleficence and confidentiality all represent key concerns when caring for patients in jails and prisons. Patient autonomy becomes especially important in circumstances where patients refuse some aspects of care but still seek to engage in others. Beneficence and non-maleficence are important issues within correctional health because many patients arrive having received very limited care in the community and exhibit poorly-controlled disease. The considerable amount of care provided to newly arrived patients likely represents a net gain for patients in most circumstances but when patients and providers are uncertain about diagnosis or recent medication history, patients may be best served by acquiring collateral information before treatment initiation. Another central tenant of medical ethics, confidentiality, is an extremely difficult principle to uphold in correctional settings. The common design of exam spaces with chest high partitions within earshot of security staff leads patients rightly to feel that their personal health information may not be protected. Lack of confidentiality can result in intimidation and violence against incarcerated patients, a threat that leads some simply to avoid engaging in care.

The human rights framework encompasses many key issues beyond the principles of medical ethics, including the omnipresent problem of dual loyalty, which is the bifurcation of allegiance for medical staff between the patients they care for and the security staff.\textsuperscript{31} Security staff represent the likely employer and certain protector of many health staff in corrections setting.\textsuperscript{32} In a small number of correctional settings, the health services are provided by an independent health authority, however this stewardship over the health role is absent in most American jails and prisons. Common dual loyalty scenarios involve asking medical staff to search patients for contraband, observe/participate in uses of force against patients, and control costs by limiting care.\textsuperscript{33,34}

One area of dual loyalty merits special consideration: the role of health care providers in punishment of patients. It is problematic for health professionals to become part of the security staff’s punishment infrastructure and to clear patients for solitary confinement or other punishment settings that may pose health risks to patients, as they are sometimes asked to do.\textsuperscript{35} Security staff may ask medical staff to identify which patients are most at risk of medical or mental health exacerbations when placed in
solitary confinement, allowing for the protection of the most ill patients but cementing the role of health staff in propagating the overall practice. Providers then become part of the punishment apparatus solely as a result of their concern for the welfare of sick patients. In the solitary confinement settings themselves, health staff may augment clinical surveillance to better detect new or worsening medical and mental health problems, providing another layer of support to the practice. The punitive environment often presents such a severe stress that patients will respond by feigning illness (most commonly paralysis or non-epileptic seizure) or causing self-harm to try to remove themselves to a safer, more desirable medical setting. This puts the medical provider in an ethically difficult situation, where they are charged with using their diagnostic skill to identify whose illness is “fake.” In these circumstances, what is essentially adaptive behavior by patients seeking to avoid the stressor of solitary confinement is often labeled as goal oriented or malingering behavior by medical staff.

**Summary**

The three aims of patient safety and health, population health, and human rights are all essential, interrelated components of providing health care to the incarcerated. While patient safety is the framework most familiar to correctional settings, it is based on the assumption that health care staff have the ability to detect systemic contributors to adverse events and the capacity/authority to address these variables. For example, in a jail or prison, errors may reveal that patients held in high-security areas may miss medication doses because of security events. While the medical team may properly detect the systemic causes for this problem, they may have limited capacity to implement changes that will lead to a better outcome for their patients. Nonetheless, the importance of patient safety is difficult to overstate as an essential component of correctional health care. The single greatest intervention in service of patient safety in these settings is the adoption of an electronic health record (EHR) with integration to health information exchanges. However, even with good penetration of EHR use and health information exchange, high needs patients (and their health plans) will still benefit from traditional case management and discharge planning.36

When the programs of the Affordable Care Act are fully implemented, there may be pressure for correctional settings to deliver and evaluate their care in a manner more consistent with national community standards, including assessment of adverse events, preventable hospitalizations and case management. This pressure may be direct (e.g., correctional settings become Medicaid providers) or indirect (community health plans work with correctional health systems to maintain standards for their shared patients). These and other community partners may promote correctional patient health and safety by tracking how care in detention relates to what came before or after. For example, as diabetic patients cycle through detention settings, they have little opportunity for self-management of their disease, the hallmark of successful chronic disease management. In this manner, the EHR can also be utilized as a population health tool, allowing for disease-specific information that community and correctional health providers can share to coordinate care more effectively. As the systemic health risks (and costs) of
incarceration, such as interruption of care or new injuries, are better elucidated, health systems that pay for the later effects of those events may apply pressure on correctional settings for strategies to reduce those risks among specific populations.

The human rights aim is the approach most foreign to evaluation of medical care in correctional health systems and its adoption will require substantial education and effort to integrate to existing correctional health operations. However, these resources likely pale in comparison to the clinical and financial consequences of continued exclusion of human rights from evaluation of medical care in correctional health systems. The dual loyalty concerns associated with solitary confinement present a compelling phenomenon supporting this argument. Most correctional health systems find themselves in the midst of significant dual loyalty concerns, with participation in the clearance of patients for solitary confinement as a key feature of this entanglement. Professional societies representing mental health providers for both adults and adolescents have recently released policy recommendations against the use of solitary confinement for the mentally ill and for adolescents, citing research showing higher rates of mental health exacerbations and suicide among those who are held in solitary confinement settings. For correctional health systems, these consequences of dual loyalty are much more than an existential crisis of mission, they can involve real harm to patients and great financial burdens to the entire health system.

The best step forward in reducing dual loyalty concerns is to establish an independent health authority. This approach is increasingly the norm in European correctional settings, but has only been adopted in a small number of American settings, including Cook County Jail (Chicago) and New York City. Complicating this issue of stewardship is the reality that much of correctional health care is provided by for-profit vendors, a trend that is expanding with legislative mandates in many states. Once the health authority achieves independence, an honest assessment of dual loyalty and other human rights is required. Key data sources in these assessments include patient complaints, staff surveys, health utilization data and morbidity and mortality reviews. Because dual loyalty stems from the tension between the security needs of the collective environment and the health needs of individual patients, correctional health systems will always contend with this issue and should seek to assess honestly and to mitigate dual loyalty. Like patient safety and population health, incorporation of the human rights framework to correctional health will require development of metrics and tools for evaluation as well as best practices.

Correctional health systems can begin by conducting an assessment of their current status with regard to each of the three aims and then create an agenda for promoting and integrating each area. For example, in the NYC jail system we have initiated our human rights agenda by creating a human rights subcommittee within our QA/QI infrastructure. This subcommittee’s first project is an assessment of our most pressing dual loyalty concerns with anticipated outcomes including revision of staff training and clinic operations. Similarly, we have expanded our population health activities to identify key cohorts who merit treatment and prevention interventions, such as sex workers who have extremely high rates of sexually transmitted infection. Full integration of patient safety and health, population health, and human rights will dramati-
cally improve the ability of correctional health systems to provide high-quality health care.
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